Introduction
Quasi one-dimensional nanostructures, such as nanowires, nanotubes and nanoribbons, have unique physical and chemical properties and are of substantial interest for nano-electronics and sensor applications.
1 Electrodeposition has established itself as a popular technique for the formation of such nanostructures. 2 On the one hand, nanowire growth can be achieved by templates, for example by electrodeposition into porous membranes [3] [4] [5] or by heterogeneous nucleation and growth at one-dimensional defects, such as steps. [6] [7] [8] [9] On the other hand, intrinsic anisotropies and kinetic effects can result in the spontaneous formation of one-dimensional nanostructures. The latter includes the well-known electrochemical growth of whiskers and dendrites 10 as well as the lateral epitaxial growth of nanowires and strongly anisotropic crystallites on electrode surfaces.
11 -15 Here we investigate the microscopic growth mechanisms of such structures and the atomic-scale growth dynamics for the case of electrodeposited bismuth on Au electrodes.
Bi thin lms and nanostructures have been receiving much attention in recent years owning to the unusual surface electronic structure of Bi. 16, 17 Bi exhibits strong spin-orbit coupling, making it of great interest to the eld of topological insulators, and has electronic surface states that cross the Fermi level. Phenomena such as surface superconductivity, enhanced thermopower, and high electronic mobility have been observed, which are still under debate. As a consequence the behaviour of Bi nanowires and nanoribbons also strongly deviates from that of the bulk material and changes as a function of the nanostructure diameter and type. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Furthermore, thin Bi lms for potential applications in magnetic sensors, 23, 24 thermoelectric materials 17, 25 and spin lters 26, 27 depend strongly on the integrity of the microstructure. 28 Bi thin lms prepared by electrochemical deposition have been studied in recent years because of this method's ability to provide a better control of the thin lm's microstructure, simple processing, such as room temperature operation at atmospheric pressure, and low costs. Electrochemical growth of crystalline Bi thin lms has been demonstrated on Au(111) 13, 29 and GaAs(111), 30 resulting in surface morphologies with needle-like and pyramidal islands, respectively. These deposits can be converted into highly ordered single-crystal Bi lms by annealing. Similar needle-like morphologies were also found for Bi deposition from the gas phase on Ag(111), 31 Si (111) 32,33 and graphite.
34,35
Detailed studies of the initial stage of Bi electrodeposition on Au(111) and Au(100) substrates were performed using in situ STM and in situ surface X-ray scattering measurements. 13, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] Most of these studies focused on Bi underpotential deposition (UPD), revealing a similar sequence of Bi monolayer phases on both surfaces. With decreasing potential rst commensurate Bi superstructures were found, followed by uniaxially-incommensurate quasi-hexagonal adlayers with high packing density. As shown by X-ray diffraction studies, bulk Bi deposition on Au(111) occurs in the form of an epitaxial lm, in which the Bi(110) plane § is oriented parallel to the Au surface (see Fig. 1 ). 29 An in situ STM study of the Bi growth behaviour was reported by Jeffrey et al. 13 At low overpotential (zÀ0.08 V SCE ) the growth of these lms was found to start with the formation of an isotropic Bi bilayer on the terraces, followed by the formation of nuclei at step edges and defect sites. These nuclei develop into highly anisotropic needle-like structures which are oriented with the long axis parallel to the Au surface and which grow quite rapidly. This needle growth mode is observed up to many hundreds of layers, resulting in a Bi lm of increasing roughness. However, a clear mechanism of the nucleation and growth of these needles is still lacking, because of the high growth rate and the resulting difficulties in following this process using a conventional in situ STM. § We employ throughout the paper the rhombohedral unit cell for crystallographic notation. In the discussion of literature where a hexagonal unit cell was employed, we have converted the notation for clarity. Specically, we note that (110) and (111) in the rhombohedral system corresponds in the hexagonal notation to (012) and (001), respectively.
Such atomic-scale studies of fast dynamic processes at electrochemical interfaces have become feasible using in situ video STM, performed in constant height mode at scan rates of 10 to 30 images per second. 42 In particular, video STM has been employed in the past for studies of electrochemical crystal growth and dissolution processes [43] [44] [45] and of the dynamics of quasi one-dimensional nanostructures on electrode surfaces. [46] [47] [48] [49] Bi deposition on Au single crystal electrodes in HClO 4 solution is well suited for such video STM studies because (i) the ClO 4 À anions are not specically adsorbed on Bi and hence do not affect the Bi growth and (ii) the Bi electrodeposit exhibits a well-dened crystalline structure with extended terraces. In this paper we describe the structure and dynamics of Bi growth on Au(111) and Au(100). We especially focus on the origin of the pronounced anisotropy in this deposition process, manifesting in the formation of Bi needles and nanowires. The dynamic behaviour of kinks along the Bi needle edges is analysed quantitatively and interpreted taking the Bi lattice structure into account.
Experimental
The study was performed using the home-built in situ electrochemical video STM of the Kiel group. 42 All images presented in this work were recorded at a rate of 10-20 images per second in constant height mode. STM tips were etched from W-wire and coated with ethylene-vinyl acetate polymer, leaving the very end exposed. The tip and sample were independently kept under potentiostatic control.
The electrochemical cell consisted of a Kel-f cell with a charged palladium hydride electrode (Pd-H) as a reference, a Pt wire as a counter electrode and a Au(111) or Au(100) single crystal (orientation # AE0. 5 , Monocrystal Co.) as a working electrode. The Pd-H electrode was charged prior to the experiment in a dilute sulfuric acid solution and exhibited a stable potential (ca. À0.20 V, vs. SCE) in the bismuth containing electrolytes. All the cell potentials reported in this 
Results and discussion
Bismuth growth on Au(111)
In situ video STM experiments performed on Au(111) electrodes in the Bi OPD potential regime reveal the same needle growth behaviour observed using the conventional STM. When the cell potential is stepped to higher overpotentials (<À0.10 V), rapid formation of Bi multilayer deposits commences. Because the surface roughness in this stage of the growth process is initially high, the (constant-height mode) video-rate imaging is impeded and high-resolution images of the deposit cannot be obtained. However, 1 to 2 minutes aer the onset of Bi bulk deposition the growth rate slows down and the characteristic Bi needle structure can be observed with atomic resolution (Fig. 2a) . The Bi surface lattice is described by a pseudo-square structure with a prominent maximum at the corners of the unit cell and a weaker maximum slightly of center (shied to the le of the unit cell center in the image in Fig. 2a ). This structure is in full agreement with the arrangement of Bi atoms in the Bi(110) plane (Fig. 1b) . Within this plane parallel running zigzag chains of covalently bound Bi atoms are located. Each surface atom thus exhibits two covalent bonds of 3.07Å length (indicated in red) to atoms within the chain and two longer non-covalent bonds with 3.53Å bonding distance (indicated in blue) to atoms in the neighbouring chain. Very similar UHV-STM images were obtained on needle-like Bi deposits on Ag(111) and assigned to an identical structure. 31 In some in situ video STM images obtained at larger bias only one of the atoms in the pseudo-square unit cell was resolved. Those observations strongly resemble high-resolution in situ STM images obtained in the previous study of Bi on Au(111) by Jeffrey et al. 13 as well as in UHV-STM experiments of Bi(110) lms on Si(111)-(7 Â 7).
32
The characteristic needle-like growth morphology can be clearly correlated with the anisotropic atomic structure of the Bi deposit. The Bi needles are oriented perfectly parallel to the [1 10 ] direction of the Bi lattice, i.e. along the direction of the covalently bound chains. Apart from a few kinks during needle growth and dissolution (see below), the needle edges along this direction are perfectly straight. Interestingly, each needle consists of an odd number of Bi rows, i.e. the needles are (n + 1/2) unit cells wide (with n being a natural number). As illustrated schematically in Fig. 2b , these observations can be rationalised by an atomic arrangement where the needles are on both edges terminated by Bi chains. In this type of structure all Bi atoms at the needle edges are energetically stabilized by two covalent bonds to neighbouring edge atoms.
The needle-like Bi islands shown as examples in Fig. 2a grow on top of a smooth Bi(110) terrace (the pseudo-square unit cell of the latter surface is only faintly visible due to the much higher tunnelling distance in these constant height images). They are of monolayer height, which is in contrast to the needlelike Bi islands observed in UHV-STM studies of gas phase deposited Bi lms.
31-35
In the latter case the step heights typically corresponded to multiples of bilayers. This was attributed to a bilayer arrangement as in black phosphorous, where the out-of-plane dangling bonds of the Bi atoms pair up. Depending on the substrate the planes in the black phosphorous structure were found to be either at or buckled. Our experimental observations suggest a bulk like (110) structure of the Bi deposit on Au(111) electrodes rather than a at or buckled black phosphorous phase: rst, no preference for lms with an even number of Bi layers is found. Second, the two atoms in the Bi(110) surface unit cell appear signicantly different in the STM images whereas no such difference in contrast was observed in high-resolution UHV-STM studies. 31, 32, 34, 50 For a bulk-like (110) lm the two atoms in the unit cell are chemically non-equivalent, which could explain this difference in contrast. Specically, the atoms in the center of the unit cell of Fig. 1b exhibit dangling bonds towards the electrolyte while those in the unit cell corners would have covalent bonds to the underlying Bi layer. This structural difference of the Bi(110) lm in our study and under vacuum conditions may be caused by the termination of the dangling bonds by adsorbed species from the electrolyte. In view of the negative deposition potential the most likely candidate is adsorbed hydrogen, which readily binds to these sites. 32, [51] [52] [53] Evidence for the adsorption of hydrogen species, especially on Bi surfaces exhibiting covalent bonds, was also obtained in studies of hydrogen evolution. 54 In contrast, the presence of other species, such as adsorbed anions or OH, can be ruled out in this potential regime. The
STM measurements these tips oen appear blurry and change from image to image (see Fig. 3a and video 1 in the ESI †), indicating fast attachment and detachment of Bi adatoms. This instability of the step edge atoms at the needle tips can be explained within the structural model proposed above. Because the zigzag chains are terminated at the tips, these atoms have a lower number of covalent bonds to neighbouring Bi atoms than the atoms at the [1 10] oriented steps (see Fig. 2b ). The weak tendency of the steps at the needle tips to orient roughly along the [1 11 ] orientation suggests that the step edge atoms can also be partly stabilized by the non-covalent bonds; however, this effect is much less pronounced than that of the covalent coordination.
The same tendencies manifest in video STM studies of the motion of kinks along the straight [1 10] oriented steps. These studies reveal that the kink motion proceeds via the addition or removal of two rows of Bi atoms in a zigzag fashion, i.e. via one-dimensional growth or dissolution of a chain of covalently bound Bi surface atoms along the island edge (see Fig. 3b and video 2 †) . Three types of kinks were observed in the STM videos, which are illustrated in Fig. 4 : typically, kinks are of the type denominated as A or B in Fig. 4 and propagate along the step edge by alternating between these two states. Examples of these types of kinks can be observed e.g. in Fig. 3b . In more rare cases steps of the type C are observed in the images. Also in this case kink propagation occurs via subsequent changes between the type C and the type B state.
The microscopic growth rates found in these experiments are much lower than those which would be expected at the rather high overpotentials employed. We attribute this to geometric shielding by the STM tip, which is a well-known effect in in situ STM studies of electrodeposition processes. 56 Nevertheless, the video STM observations of the structural uctuations at the kinks provide interesting additional information on the Bi deposits. Because these uctuations occur on the hundred millisecond time scale, the different kink congurations can be sampled with good statistics. According to our data, the different types of kinks are observed with very different probabilities. Based on an analysis of 750 kinks, we nd the type B kinks with 81% probability, type A kinks with 16% probability and type C kinks with only 3% probability. Within the experimental errors no clear dependence on potential was found in the range À0.10 to À0.64 V. These statistical data reect the different probabilities p j (j ¼ A, B, C) for a kink to be in one of the three observed states, i.e. the different residence times of the kinks to be in one of these congurations. Because the studies were performed at low kink propagation rates and thus are close to equilibrium, these statistical data allow the calculation of the relative energy difference DE ij between these kinks via the Boltzmann equation DE ij ¼ Àk B T ln(p i /p j ). Using the statistical data obtained in the video STM measurements (performed at T ¼ 298 K) one obtains an increase in energy of DE AB ¼ 42 AE 3 meV of the type A and of DE CB ¼ 86 AE 7 meV of the type C kinks as compared to the type B kinks, respectively.
We interpret these results in terms of the different coordination of the Bi atoms at the kink in the three different states. In the type A kinks the Bi atoms at the kink are missing two non-covalent bonds to neighbouring atoms as compared to the type B kinks; type C kinks are even lacking two covalent bonds. Taken this into account, the energy differences at a rst glance seem smaller than expected from the Bi cohesive energy (2.16 eV per atom 57 ) or the Bi-Bi bond energy (2.08 eV (ref . 58)). However, the energy balance may be strongly affected by the presence of coadsorbates. Recent density functional theory calculations for two-dimensional Bi nanoribbons with similar covalently bound Bi chains along the edges found strong modication of the geometric and electronic structure by hydrogen adsorption at the dangling bonds of the terminating Bi atoms. [51] [52] [53] Hydrogen adsorption energies in the range of 2.2 eV were reported.
52 Similar behaviour may be expected in the electrochemical environment and may signicantly reduce the kink energies.
Bismuth growth on Au(100)
Similar in situ video STM studies of Bi electrodeposition were performed on Au(100) electrodes. In contrast to the structure of the Bi UPD adlayer on Au(100), which has been characterized in detail by STM and X-ray surface diffraction, 36, 40 the initial stages of Bi bulk electrodeposition have not been reported before. Highresolution video STM images recorded in the overpotential range (Fig. 5a ) nd a lattice structure that clearly differs from that of the UPD layer or of the Bi(110) lm observed on Au(111). In particular, these Bi deposits exhibit a much more open atomic structure, which is incompatible with Bi(110) or the c(p Â 2) Bi UPD layer. The observed surface structure is described by a rectangular unit cell with one prominent and one weaker maximum that form alternating rows. Upon assigning both of these to Bi surface atoms, a (pseudo-) hexagonal arrangement results. The interatomic distances are in good agreement with those in an atomic layer of the (111) plane of bulk Bi (shown in the model in Fig. 5b ). In this plane the Bi atoms form hexagonally ordered bilayers, interlinked by covalent bonds. This assignment assumes that only the topmost Bi(111) layer is visible in the STM images, which is likely in view of the 1.59Å spacing to the underlying second layer (see Fig. 5b, bottom) .
Bi (111) is the natural cleavage plane of bismuth and under UHV conditions the preferred orientation in epitaxial growth. 16 The surface atoms in Bi(111) have a lower number of non-covalent long bonds to neighbouring atoms as compared to those in the Bi(110) surface, but -in contrast to the latter -do not exhibit dangling bonds. For thick epitaxial Bi lms formed by electrodeposition on Au(100) a (110) orientation has been found. 59 However, Bi(110) and Bi(111) lms are similar in energy and structural transitions between them have been found in ultrathin epitaxial lms.
32,60 It therefore seems possible that a Bi(111) structure is epitaxially stabilized in the very thin lms studied in this work (typically consisting of only a few layers).
Although a Bi(111) lm would account for the observed inter-atomic spacings of the surface atoms, it cannot explain the row-like modulation of the structure. The latter would not be expected for true Bi(111) lms and was not observed in previous STM studies of (111) oriented Bi lms on Si(111). 32, 60 Most likely, these rows result from epitaxy to the underlying Au substrate lattice. This is supported by observations of the deposit morphology on larger length scales, which show that the rows in different Bi islands are arranged at well-dened angles of 90 with respect to each other (see below). Interestingly, the 7.86Å spacing between nextnearest neighbour atoms of the topmost Bi(111) layer differs by only 3.7% from 2a Au (with a Au ¼ 4.08Å being the Au lattice constant). Furthermore, the Bi spacing in the perpendicular direction is only 11.5% larger than a Au . Minor deformation of the Bi(111) bilayer lattice thus allows it to transform into a structure that is fully commensurate by the Au(100) lattice and can be described by a (O2 Â 2O2)R45
superstructure. In this structure half of the second layer Bi atoms would occupy the energetically preferred fourfold-hollow sites while the remaining half would reside on top sites, explaining the vertical modulation. The length of the covalent Bi-Bi bonds can be preserved in this arrangement by a small vertical relaxation of the bilayer distance; the bond angles likewise will only be slightly distorted. Such a commensurate structure may signicantly reduce the Bi-Au interface energy and by this stabilize ultrathin Bi(111) lms. For thicker deposits the epitaxial stress associated with this structure should drive a structural transition, apparently resulting in a Bi(110) lm. Observations of the growth morphology and dynamics support that the ultrathin Bi deposits on Au(100) differ structurally from the Bi(110) lm found on Au(111). First, the observed Bi islands are rectangular in shape rather than needlelike. Similar to the latter they exhibit relatively straight edges which are preferentially oriented along the direction of the atomic rows. Typically, the islands are terminated by one of the rows that appear to be of lower apparent height in the STM images (see Fig. 5a ). However, compared to the Bi deposits on Au(111) these steps usually exhibit a much larger number of kinks that oen are multiple rows wide.
The typical structure and dynamic behaviour of these kinks is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Kinks in the step are usually one unit cell (or a multiple thereof) wide, i.e. consisting of two Bi rows. They are predominantly terminated by an atomically smooth edge (see e.g. Fig. 6 , 0.0 s) or an additional atom in the kink corner (Fig. 6,  0.1 s) , resembling the B and C type kinks illustrated in Fig. 4 . However, the kinks propagate in a much more irregular fashion along the step edges than for Bi on Au(111). In particular, single rows that extend several atoms away from the kink are oen formed transiently during island growth or dissolution (Fig. 6 , 0.2-0.3 s). Such structures were never observed in videos of kink propagation along the edges of the needle-like Bi(110) islands, where they would correspond to atoms that are bound to the step only by long non-covalent bonds (see model of C type kinks in Fig. 4 ) and thus are energetically very unfavourable. In contrast, these observations can be easily reconciled with a Bi(111) deposit. Because all covalent bonds of the Bi surface atoms in the (111) plane are to atoms in the underlying second layer, the different kink congurations should be similar in energy. A difference between the high and the low atomic rows could in this case only come from the different epitaxial relationship with respect to the substrate lattice, which should be a more minor effect. In addition to these two-dimensional islands spontaneous formation of truly onedimensional nanowires was observed for Bi deposition on the Au(100) surface (Fig. 7) . These nano-wires are of well-dened width and can be several tens of nanometers long. They grow predominantly away from the edges of the Bi islands, following the directions of the atomic rows (see Fig. 7c ). Furthermore, structural uctuations are observed in which Bi islands are converted into nanowires and vice versa. Oen the nanowires form arrays with well-dened spacings that are exactly ve times the distance between the atomic rows in the Bi islands (Fig. 7a-d ). In more rare cases freestanding nanowires are also observed ( Fig. 7e and f) . The nanowires slowly grow with time, both in length and number, as can be seen in the image in Fig. 7b , recorded 25.5 s aer the image in Fig. 7a in the same surface area. In addition, rapid uctuations are found, especially for isolated free-standing nanowires. However, these uctuations may be (at least partly) induced by the STM tip. High-resolution images of the nanowires (Fig. 7d-f ) reveal that they consist of a zigzag chain of atoms. As visible in the images in which the underlying Bi lm is atomically resolved (Fig. 7e and f) , these chains are commensurate to the Bi lattice. That is, the nanowires are exactly one of the rectangular unit cells of the Bi lm wide and are oriented in the direction of the shorter unit cell vector. In areas where the nanowires are 90 rotated (e.g. in the upper right corner of Fig. 7e and f) the atomic rows in the underlying Bi substrate also run in the perpendicular direction. These observations indicate that the nanowires grow epitaxially on the Bi bulk deposit and, most likely, are structurally related to the latter. However, it is currently unclear what stabilises the unique one-dimensional morphology of these structures.
Conclusions
As demonstrated by these in situ video STM studies, Bi electrodeposition exhibits a rich microscopic growth behaviour, reecting its unique material properties. A central aspect governing the deposit morphology and dynamic is the presence of short bonds with pronounced covalent character. These bonds have already been found to determine the epitaxial growth of ultrathin Bi lms under UHV conditions as well as to strongly inuence the electronic surface and edge states of onedimensional Bi nanostructures -a topic of great current interest. Our observations indicate that the presence of covalent Bi-Bi bonds also governs epitaxial growth in an electrochemical environment. Specically, the formation of the needle-like Bi deposits on Au(111) found in previous STM studies can be clearly rationalised by the structural anisotropy in the deposit caused by these bonds. The latter interlink the atoms in the Bi(110) surface in the form of one-dimensional chains that dene the needle direction. Growth and dynamic uctuations occur predominantly at the end of these chains. While thick Bi electrodeposits grow in the form of a Bi(110) lm on Au(111) as well as on Au(100), video STM investigations of ultrathin deposits reveal a very different structure and growth morphology. As indicated by these data, the structure of ultrathin Bi electrodeposits may be strongly affected by epitaxial effects. On the basis of our structural observations we suggested the formation of a Bi(111) like lm on Au(100), which is commensurate to the square substrate lattice. Independent conrmation of this deposit structure, e.g. by surface X-ray diffraction studies, would be highly desirable. Particularly interesting is the surprising observation of truly one-dimensional Bi nanowires on this surface. Structures of this type have not been reported in previous studies of Bi deposits, including deposits formed under vacuum conditions. Although their origin is currently unclear, they represent unique nanostructures with potentially interesting novel properties. In particular, one-dimensional Bi nanostructures are of great current interest in the eld of topological insulators. The epitaxial electrodeposition of Bi may thus offer attractive new possibilities for the formation of such structures. This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported Licence.
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